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 Self-Publishing Simplified.





 At Publish Pros, we empower you to bring your words to life on your terms. Our independent authors enjoy complete creative autonomy, retain 100% of their royalties, and benefit from the support of a dedicated publishing consultant and project manager throughout the entire journey.


  Why us? 

  Request a Call 





  Request a Call 

  Send Us Email 












Self-publishing doesn't have to
 be complicated.



Our team is here to guide you step-by-step through the preparing, producing and self-publishing of your book and can help you avoid the multitude of possible pitfalls that could prevent your work from reaching its greatest potential. We offer flat-rate, up-front pricing, and all royalties from the sale of your book are yours to keep.



  Talk with an Expert 
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100% Satisfaction Guaranteed



We know how much time and effort you have invested in writing your book and how much it means to you, which is why we will work until you are completely satisfied with the final product.
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Self-published authors love Publish Pros



"I am very pleased and surprised that you came up with such a great concept and, in some ways, it is better than my vision."

Danny Clemons | Dark Dreams




"Your outstanding input in the areas of copy editing and content editing is one of the reasons why this novel is such a success. My readers and I can't thank you enough!"

Ward Irvin | Road to Rupp




"Bravo!! You have done a great job…Everyone on my end really liked the overall appearance of your design. Thank you very much."

Lori Sheets | Don't Throw This Baby Out With The Bathwater!




"The vivid, provocative cover [you] designed for my memoir, 'Dodging Machetes,' got raves from my readers and undoubtedly caught the attention of potential buyers in bookstores."

Will Lutwick | Dodging Machetes




"I really did not think anyone would be able to capture the essence of my book, but you did! You did an amazing job."

Jennifer Gates | Odyssey




"Thank you for your sensitive and spot on interpretations of my work."

Katharine Russell | Buddy's Tail




"You really made it hard to choose!!! Both ideas are brilliant! THANK YOU!"

John Eisler | The Coeur d’Alene Murders
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Publish Pros helps authors of all genres with cover design, editing, proofreading, interior layout, and printing, as well as the marketing and selling of their books.
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Get monthly updates



Newsletter Signup - Footer
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